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"Ruth Chiles´ unique approach was exactly what I needed. Yes! There is hope for us all.”- Five-
time Grammy Award winner, Victor WootenRuth S. L Chiles used her deep knowledge of the
roots of performance blocks to develop her world renown expertise in resolving focal dystonia,
sometimes called the yips, writer´s cramp, dartitis, target panic... In this book she shares her
method in easy-to-follow steps.You will learn the physical changes in your brain and nervous
system that create your performance blocks in general and specifically your focal dystonia,
understand what caused them, and above all, you will discover how to reverse these changes
and resolve your focal dystonia and your performance blocks.Would you like to experience the
joy of having your gift and deepest passion returned to you?Ruth will walk you step-by-step
through the process and exercises that she guides her students through in their individual
sessions. These powerful and accessible practices will heal your focal dystonia definitively,
from its roots. As a result of successfully completing them, her students regenerate healthy
neural connections that give them back complete calmness when they perform and fluidity in
their fine motor skills and go on to recover their professional careers, as well as reaching new
levels of performance.“Whether you are personally suffering from focal dystonia or whether you
are a dedicated Brainspotting therapist, this book provides deep insights and effective step-by-
step guidance in recovering from focal dystonia.” - David Grand, PhD, Founder and Developer
of Brainspotting

"I'd been struggling with focal dystonia for a very long time before I met Ruth Chiles. Her
unique approach was exactly what I needed. Yes! There is hope for us all."—Victor Wooten,
Five-Time Grammy Award Winner "Whether you are personally suffering from focal dystonia or
whether you are a dedicated Brainspotting therapist, this book provides deep insights and
effective step-by-step guidance in recovering from focal dystonia."—David Grand, PhD,
Founder and Developer of Brainspotting "Every word of Ruth's book hit home, as if it was
meant for me. And if it's in your sights, I bet it's meant for you too. Having worked directly with
Ruth in weekly Zoom sessions, I can verify, unsurprisingly, that she's done an exceptional job
getting her process down on the page. After twenty years of trying just about everything, I
finally understand exactly how my focal dystonia came about and exactly how to extinguish it. I
am forever grateful.—Boo Walker, Bestselling Fiction Author "If you have focal dystonia and
have come to this book looking for help, look no further—you've come to the right place. I've
personally suffered from focal dystonia for over 15 years, and Ruth showed me how to find my
playing and myself in record time. I've sought out help many times before from other focal
dystonia gurus—that search stopped the moment I found Ruth. I have absolutely no doubt that
she can help any focal dystonia sufferer. Ruth, from the bottom of my heart, thank you."—
Gonçalo de Oliveira Crespo, Guitarist and Music School Owner "Ruth Chiles's deep
understanding of focal dystonia and the recovery techniques that she offers have been nothing
short of miraculous for me. As an artist and musician, I have gone from the terror and despair
and disability of focal dystonia in my right hand to full recovery of my hand and my life."—
Audrey Bell, Artist and Guitarist "Ruth is a 'miracle worker.' She has an incredible ability
to guide you to your resolution of your focal dystonia. I wouldn't be where I am today without
her and her method. You are not alone. If you're ready to resolve your focal dystonia, this is the
path."—David Ciucevich, Clarinettist, Multi-Instrumentalist, Consulting Hypnotist, and



Brainspotting Therapist "I went from not being able to play a single note to, in about two
months, being able to play for more than one hour on my horn and feeling great about it and
finding pleasure in playing."—Alain Tessier, Musician, French Horn Player "I have resolved so
much trauma causing inability to heal and even function healthily when it came to playing the
violin. Because of Ruth, I am now in a neutral state, allowing me to play without physical
strain."—Joe Baca, Violinist with Mariachi Cobre, Composer, Educator
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The Focal Dystonia CurePowerful and Definitive Practices to Completely Heal YourselfRuth
S.L. ChilesAttuned PressContentsPraise for The Focal Dystonia
CureAuthorDedicationForewordIntroductionI. The Neurological Causes Of Your Focal
DystoniaChapter 1Getting Down to the RootsChapter 2Activation and Dystonic
MovementsChapter 3Stage 1 - The Attunement Repair ExerciseII. How You Became Locked
Into Survival ModeChapter 4Lack of Childhood Parental AttunementChapter 5Upbringing or
Learning in the Oppression ModelChapter 6Adverse EventsChapter 7InjuriesIII. Practical Steps
To Dissolve Your Focal DystoniaChapter 8Tapping into Your Brain’s Capacity to HealChapter
9Ready to Go to the Next StageChapter 10Stage 2 - Coming into BalanceChapter 11Stage 3 -
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Resolving and ReleasingChapter 14Expand and Strengthen Your Extroverted Safe
ModeChapter 15Stage 5-Dissolving the Last RemnantsChapter 16Releasing Any Remaining
Dystonic MovementsChapter 17It’s Time to Say GoodbyeAbout the
AuthorAcknowledgmentsPraise for The Focal Dystonia Cure“I’d been struggling with focal
dystonia for a very long time before I met Ruth Chiles. Her unique approach was exactly what I
needed. Yes! There is hope for us all.”—Victor Wooten, Five-Time Grammy Award
Winner“Every word of Ruth’s book hit home, as if it was meant for me. And if it’s in your sights,
I bet it’s meant for you too. Having worked directly with Ruth in weekly Zoom sessions, I can
verify, unsurprisingly, that she’s done an exceptional job getting her process down on the page.
After twenty years of trying just about everything, I finally understand exactly how my focal
dystonia came about and exactly how to extinguish it. I am forever grateful.“I can pretty much
define my personal growth in two parts: before and after I encountered Ruth Chiles and her
work. I came to her with two separate dystonic issues: one related to writing and another to
playing banjo. She helped me kick the first, and we have the latter up against the ropes. But it’s
more than that. Along the way, she’s turned me into a better human, which is far more
important.”—Boo Walker, Bestselling Fiction Author“Whether you are personally suffering from
focal dystonia or whether you are a dedicated Brainspotting therapist, this book provides deep
insights and effective step-by-step guidance in recovering from focal dystonia.”—David Grand,
PhD, Founder and Developer of Brainspotting“If you have focal dystonia and have come to this
book looking for help, look no further—you’ve come to the right place. I’ve personally suffered
from focal dystonia for over 15 years, and Ruth showed me how to find my playing and myself
in record time. I’ve sought out help many times before from other focal dystonia gurus—that
search stopped the moment I found Ruth. I have absolutely no doubt that she can help any
focal dystonia sufferer. Ruth, from the bottom of my heart, thank you.”—Gonçalo de Oliveira
Crespo, Guitarist and Music School Owner“Ruth Chiles’s deep understanding of focal dystonia
and the recovery techniques that she offers have been nothing short of miraculous for me. As
an artist and musician, I have gone from the terror and despair and disability of focal dystonia
in my right hand to full recovery of my hand and my life.”—Audrey Bell, Artist and
Guitarist“Ruth Chiles knows what you’re feeling and thinking. She’s been there, having had
focal dystonia herself, and she understands and has felt the guilt, shame, and fear that comes
with it. Her book gives you a comprehensive process to understand the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of focal
dystonia along with simple, powerful, self-guided exercises to resolve it.“Ruth is a ‘miracle
worker.’ She has an incredible ability to listen, perceive, and guide you to your own resolution of
your focal dystonia. I wouldn’t be where I am today without her and her method.“You are not
alone. If you’re ready to resolve your focal dystonia, this is the path.”—David Ciucevich,



Clarinettist, Multi-Instrumentalist, Operatic Tenor, Consulting Hypnotist, and Brainspotting
Therapist“I went from not being able to play a single note to, in about two months, being able to
play for more than one hour on my horn and feeling great about it and finding pleasure in
playing.”—Alain Tessier, Musician, French Horn Player“I have resolved so much trauma
causing inability to heal and even function healthily when it came to playing the violin. Because
of Ruth, I am now in a neutral state, allowing me to play without physical strain.”—Joe Baca,
Violinist with Mariachi Cobre, Composer, Educator“Ruth’s passion, compassion and unique
perspective of having dealt with focal dystonia herself, gives her the ability to drill down to the
root of dystonic symptoms. The exercises she has provided have helped me down the path to
recovery from focal dystonia. It has been my absolute pleasure to have worked with her as a
personal client.”—Paul Toutant, Trombonist and Educator“This book gives a succinct
description of Focal Dystonia, it’s root causes and it’s troubling manifestations in the body. Not
only that, Ruth offers technical evidence-based exercises to help ease symptoms and return
the system to homeostasis – a hugely valuable contribution”—Georgina Hall, Brainspotting
Therapist, Mindfulness Teacher, ArtistRuth S. L. ChilesThe Focal Dystonia CureCopyright ©
2022 by Ruth S.L. Chiles, Attuned PressFor more about this author please visit
focaldystoniacure.comThis author is not engaged in rendering medical or psychological
services, and this book is not intended as a guide to diagnose or treat medical or psychological
problems. If you require medical, psychological, or other expert assistance, please seek the
services of your own physician or mental health professional.All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior
written permission of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical
reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law. Please do not
participate in or encourage piracy of copyrighted materials in violation of the author’s
rights.Editing byCover Design by DamonzaSEL009000 SELF-HELP/CreativityPSY020000
PSYCHOLOGY/NeuropsychologySEL024000 SELF-HELP/Self-Management/Stress
ManagementUK EnglishFirst EditionPara Levi, contigo mis sueños se hacen
realidadForewordIn 2003 I discovered what I soon designated as Brainspotting. In the
subsequent years, this approach evolved into a relational, brain-body mindfulness-based
healing modality. Brainspotting guides its therapists to both attune to the client at the most
profound level of human connection and to simultaneously follow their brain-body
processes.Nearly twenty years of Brainspotting evolution has revolutionised the practice of
more than 15,000 therapists across the globe, with new trainees added every month. Beyond
this, Brainspotting has transformed the lives of its recipient clients as they experience daily the
remarkable healing that it potentiates.Brainspotting has revealed its powerful effects in the
performance arena, both sports and the arts. For years Ruth Chiles has been one of the noted
pioneers in these fields. She has adapted and expanded my concepts on overcoming
performance blocks and expanding performance and infused it with her over thirty years of
experience. Ruth has simultaneously refined this approach with laser-like precision as well as
broadened its scope.In 2006 I met and subsequently worked with former New York Mets
baseball catcher Mackey Sasser. Mackey’s pro career was ended by a notorious case of
throwing-back-to-the-pitcher yips. His problem was so publicised that his block was named as
Sasser Syndrome and Mackey Sasseritis.This career-ending performance block derived from
both a complex history of sports injury traumas as well as significant childhood personal
traumas. My successful work with Mackey is well documented in my book coauthored with Dr.
Alan Goldberg, This is Your Brain on Sports and the ESPN documentary Fields of Fear.The



yips is well known in the sports world; however, athletes superstitiously avoid the term,
referring to it as “the thing” or simply “it”. However, it appears in other fields as well under
different names, such as writer’s block, stage fright and surgeon’s shakes. Its medical
designation is focal dystonia.When I initially met Ruth Chiles, I knew she was a talented and
dedicated Brainspotting therapist. I was, however, soon to learn that she was also a musician
who had suffered from focal dystonia. She subsequently adapted all the Brainspotting that she
learned from me and applied it to performance, especially the yips. Her personal journey of
resolving her focal dystonia and returning to playing music has provided both the domain of
focal dystonia and that of Brainspotting with invaluable insights.As a scientist, Ruth has
conducted significant research into how underlying traumas contribute to focal dystonia’s
impingement of neurophysiological fine motor skills and motor commands. Accordingly, her
book provides in-depth phenomenological knowledge interwoven with sound scientific theory.
Ruth has applied her irresistible passion to explicate the neuroscience of focal dystonia, it’s
aetiology and most significantly how to integrate and apply Brainspotting for successful
treatment outcome.This book provides an invaluable guide for musicians and athletes
struggling with the deeply personal limitations of focal dystonia. For all therapists, Ruth
elucidates crystal clarity on the fundamental skills of interoceptive sensitivity, self-regulation
and coregulation. She also reveals how to expand your own self-attunement, an essential
ingredient in your ability to attune to those who seek your help.Whether you are personally
suffering from focal dystonia or whether you are a dedicated Brainspotting therapist, this book
provides deep insights and effective step-by-step guidance in recovering from focal dystonia.—
David Grand, PhD, Founder and Developer of BrainspottingIntroductionThis book, The Focal
Dystonia Cure, is based on my experience with focal dystonia and the research I have done
about its causes and treatment. The scientific studies that my research is based on are given
throughout the book and include those on the physiological changes that occur in the brain that
cause focal dystonia as well as on the natural techniques I use to reverse them. The method I
have created from this research enables my student’s body to work once again with complete
control, harmony and fluidity.Focal dystonia is a silent suffering that can be experienced by
anyone but is most often diagnosed in athletes, musicians, dancers, writers and surgeons. It is
often misdiagnosed, so the person suffering from it frequently has to try many different
therapies before finally being correctly diagnosed.Focal dystonia affects a muscle or group of
muscles in a specific part of the body, thus the term focal. It causes undesired and involuntary
muscular contraction, hyperextension or twisting and can affect many parts of the body,
including the muscles of the eyes, mouth, vocal cords, neck, hands and feet. Highly precise
movements become impossible to perform despite the person using all their concentration and
effort. What makes it even more perplexing is that it often appears all of a sudden. Examples
that I have worked with are musicians who can’t maintain their embouchure (the way they use
their lips, facial muscles, tongue, inner cavity of their mouth and teeth to direct the air into a
wind instrument), their tongue is unable to create the beginning of a note, their fingers go into
spasm and fold tightly into the palm of their hand or hyperextend outward, and sports people
where an area of their body suddenly locks up and stops them from executing a movement or
allow them to release the ball.It is estimated that 1 percent of musicians suffer from focal
dystonia, and up until now, there has been no truly effective treatment. Traditional treatments
include Botox injections in the affected muscles with short-term results and risk of muscle
damage. Muscle retraining is sometimes prescribed, though research has shown this treatment
has a limited ability to resolve the suffering.I began to play music at about four years old when I
came across my brother’s recorder. It was so much a part of my life that no one could extract



the instrument from my hands. Music connected me to a whole new world and communicated
to me in a way that gave me purpose like nothing else did. It was like a being able to speak a
different language that transported me to unknown inner landscapes, feelings and experiences.
It was like a magical gift that opened inside me dimensions and sensations that no other form
of communication could.I began my classical music education on the clarinet at ten years old,
and at eighteen, almost overnight, I was unable to sustain my embouchure. The air leaked so
strongly from the corners of my mouth that I could play no more. At that time there was no
diagnosis of focal dystonia, and my teachers just told me I had to practice more. However, as
much as I tried, I was unable to sustain my embouchure. I had to accept that I was unable to
play any longer. It left me with a gaping hole in my life and a fascination about performance
blocks, their causes, and most importantly, how to resolve them.I intuitively knew what had
caused my focal dystonia, as it had shown up in other areas of my relationship with music. For
example, for a number of years before the onset of the dystonia, I suffered from stage fright,
mental blanks and anxiety when practicing.After I finished my university degree, I was
employed by the then-largest bank in the UK to research and further develop my expertise in
performance enhancement. They were wonderfully supportive in funding me to train and learn
with the world’s leading neuroscientists and psychologists. Later in my career, when I
established my own consultancy, I focused my work more specifically towards athletes and
musicians. It wasn’t long before someone came to me with focal dystonia. By that time, I had
healed my own embouchure dystonia and come back to playing music. My method proved to
be precise and successful, and the news got around. Since then, I have dedicated my
consultancy exclusively to focal dystonia.I have now reached a point where my method has
been consolidated and proven over many years, and I want to make it more widely available.
That is my principal intention for writing this book.The book is divided into three distinct parts.
The first part explains the neuroscience of focal dystonia. The second part explains how and
why these neurological changes occur. The final part of the book gives step-by-step exercises
to follow that are designed to resolve these changes, therefore resolving your focal dystonia.I
share many real stories of my students so you can relate to the experiences we all have. It also
gives a better and personal understanding of the possibilities that lie ahead for you. I have
changed the names in each of these personal stories to respect their privacy.I have made
many references to musicians throughout the book. This is in part because I work most
frequently with them. However, I have also used them as the focus of attention because the
degree of fine motor skills they need to recover is much greater than for most people.
Additionally, a partial recovery is insufficient for them. By including this degree of detail, this
becomes a complete reference book for everyone who suffers from focal dystonia. The
exercises are relevant for all people from all walks of life. I would go even further and say that
anyone who suffers from chronic tension, anxiety, phobias or panic attacks will find many
answers in this book.The book is designed to be as highly practical as possible. It is also
written to give you the maximum degree of personal empowerment in your recovery journey.
However, sometimes working with a therapist is necessary, and the book’s aim is not to replace
the need for a specialist, nor for a complete medical diagnosis. I guide you in how to assess
when you are able to work independently with the exercises I have written for you and when it
is advisable to reach out for professional support.To be able to resolve their focal dystonia,
many people require an about turn 180º in the way they think about and understand it. The
neuroscience that I explain in the book will give you a logical understanding of why this is.
However, in addition, we need to engage deeper parts of our brain that are beyond logic. They
are the parts that have a deeper way of comprehending things that can only be reached



through metaphor. Therefore, as we come to the end of this introduction to the book, let us take
a step into allegory in order to set the tone for our journey together.Close your eyes and
imagine for a moment that you are in a relationship with someone who is profoundly important
to you and with whom you share a home. Now feel what it would be like if this person paid no
attention to who you are and what you need. Moreover, each time you try to communicate with
them about it, they completely ignore you. Really take a moment to feel your reaction of what it
would be like.Can you imagine the impotency and frustration? Perhaps you feel like screaming
at them, shaking them, or perhaps you just give up and become resigned to the situation.What
If….What if this is exactly how your body feels towards you.It would mean taking a 180º about
turn towards how you have most likely been treating your focal dystonia. When they first
contact me, most people have the attitude of wanting to make the dystonia go away. They have
been trying to control or retrain their movements so they can regain control of their body once
again. However, what if the dystonia is your body screaming at you because you have been
ignoring it and its needs, probably for decades. Retraining and striving for control has just been
a continuation of the same deaf-ear relationship you’ve had with your body.This book is a
scientific, experiential, metaphoric, and anecdotal journey towards deeply “listening” to what
your body is trying to tell you through its dystonic movements. Along the way, I will explain what
this means at a neuroscientific and experiential level; however, I am going to ask you to
humour me a little longer with this allegory.If we go back to the situation that we imagined
earlier, how would it feel if the other person began to carefully listen to you? What would
happen to your feelings of impotence and frustration? Would you need to continue to scream to
make yourself heard?In this tone, I would like to share a poem by Rumi, a thirteenth-century
Sufi poet.The Guest HouseTranslated by Coleman BarksThis being human is a guest
house.Every morning a new arrival.A joy, a depression, a meanness,some momentary
awareness comesas an unexpected visitor.Welcome and entertain them all!Even if they’re a
crowd of sorrows,who violently sweep your houseempty of its furniture,still, treat each guest
honourably.He may be clearing you outfor some new delight.The dark thought, the shame, the
malice,meet them at the door laughing,and invite them in.Be grateful for whoever
comes,because each has been sentas a guide from beyond.At the end of their process, once
one of my student’s dystonia had faded away, he—we’ll call him Ray—looked intensely into my
eyes, his eyes full of light as he said, “I realise that the dystonia was a gift. Perhaps the
greatest gift that I have received. I hadn’t realised how many negative mental habits I had
developed. They just felt normal to me. It really did clear me out and sweep my house clean. I
now feel free to enjoy life and my music in a completely new and wonderful way.”This and
similar comments are the most frequent reflections I hear at the end of the process. So, in the
time we spend together, we are going to treat your focal dystonia as an honoured guest, and
we will meet it with joy and openness. We will listen deeply to its wisdom, knowing that it is truly
a guide from beyond.Part OneThe Neurological Causes Of Your Focal DystoniaChapter
OneGetting Down to the RootsYour focal dystonia isn’t just about the part of your body that is
expressing these dystonic symptoms. There are much deeper-rooted issues to listen to and
resolve. As we progress through the first part of the book, you will glean more of an
understanding of these root causes, gaining a new mental framework to understand why your
body is making these movements.The number one priority for your brain is your survival. It will
put this before everything else. In fact, below your conscious awareness, it is using your five
senses to constantly scan everything going on around you for signs of safety or danger in a
process called neuroception. Neuroscientists estimate that it is doing so at a rate of eleven
million bits of perceptual information per second!As a result of this constant monitoring, your



nervous system will either be in safe mode or survival mode, depending on what your
neuroception is noticing. Some people’s nervous systems run most of the time in survival
mode. There are various expressions of the survival mode of the nervous system. You might
relate to many of them, and it is also likely that they just feel normal. You may not even be
aware that your nervous system is not in well-being, let alone realise other options are
possible. You may be surprised at some of the descriptions and say to yourself, but I have been
taught that being that way is highly valued and just what we are all striving towards. As you
continue to read this book, you will instinctively comprehend how focal dystonia is not in your
body, but it really reflects the survival mode of your nervous system. You will travel into an inner
world where you experience how this mode forms a “dystonic mindset”, patterns of thinking
and behaving within you. I am using the word dystonic quite literally, “dis-tone”, to be out of
tune or mis-attuned and, therefore, not in harmony within you, nor with the world around you.
From there, you will look out into our society to realise how dystonic our society is in its
structures, values and expectations.When our nervous system is in survival, it can either enter
a hyperactivated or hypoactivated state. The foundation of focal dystonia is the long-term
presence of either of these survival activations in the nervous system.The Hyperactivated
Nervous SystemHyperactivated means that it is activated above the normal level of activity. At
its most extreme, it is readily recognisable because it is expressed as fear, anxiety, panic
attacks, anger, frustration or rage. However, it can also be expressed in more subtle ways,
which many of us have normalised as a natural and healthy way of being. You may even
believe that it is who you are and part of your personality.In the UK we have the phrase he
“gets my back up”. Close your eyes for a moment and think of those times when someone or
something has irritated you. Feel the tenseness in your upper back as it lifts upwards. Perhaps
you are aware of your muscles priming in your jaw, or perhaps they are more than primed and
actually feel tense. You may also feel the same priming or tension moving through your scalp,
neck, arms, hands and thighs.As you continue to explore this state, ask yourself what your
eyes feel like. Do you notice how they feel harsh or are staring? Notice how your breathing has
shallowed and quickened and how your heart rate is elevated, even if it is subtle.How do you
feel towards the other person or situation? It is unlikely that you feel warm and connected to
them. More than likely you feel separated, unfriendly and even distant from them.Continue to
feel these sensations so you can become more conscious of them. Notice how some of your
responses are physical sensations like muscle tension or priming. Others are emotional, such
as feeling a separation from another person, and others are mental, as you might have
negative thoughts or distrust them. You might feel that someone or some people have treated
you badly or that you are a victim of what they have done. You might feel justified in wishing
them the worst. You may even feel justified in doing something against them in reaction to what
they have done to you.Once you have taken the time to become acutely aware of how your
inner world was in this situation, also become conscious of what physical, mental or emotional
sensations you carry around with you most of or all of the time.In general, how do you feel
towards other people? Do you feel warm towards them? Do you feel at one, connected and
trusting? Perhaps your experience is the contrary. Perhaps you feel threatened by them, even if
it is only slightly. Perhaps you feel like you have to compare yourself to them or have feelings of
competitivity, superiority or inferiority towards them. Your feelings regarding others might be
even stronger than this. You might feel that people can’t be trusted and that you have to guard
or protect yourself from them. You might even feel suspicious of others or bitter towards other
people or life itself.Your feelings may be more subtle. They may express themselves as
disinterest towards other people. Perhaps you prefer to be on your own or just with a handful of



very trustworthy friends.On the whole, what is your mind like? Is it busy? Are you able to just
be still and silent, or do you get fidgety and have to be busy or on the go all the time? Is your
mind full of constant thoughts? Do you consistently analyse things in your mind, needing to
understand and make sense of them? Perhaps your mind is so active that you just have
difficulty focusing on or remembering things as they jump around like monkeys.Alternatively,
you may have hawk-like focus. It may be quick and agile, able to make sense of, understand
things, and solve problems with great ease. This probably makes you feel good about yourself.
You may well like to set objectives and never lose sight of the ball until your objectives are
achieved. These objectives, plans and their execution fill your mind, and like a dog with a bone,
you don’t let go of thinking about them until you have made them happen. Having things
ordered, tidy and structured is pleasing. It feels good to be in control and to be the master of
your destiny! It feels great to create a high bar and reach it, to do things so well that other
people notice or recognise you for it. It feels good to be seen and to take up time and space. It
feels good to feel special, unique and important. When this happens, you can let go of striving,
as you will finally feel that you are enough.You may have a completely different experience. You
may feel like life is chaotic and out of control. Does that make you feel like you need to escape
or get away from the chaos? Perhaps it makes you feel like you need to be in control of the
circumstances with your plans, actions, goals and behaviours to avoid this chaos and
uncertainty.I have a list as long as my arm of the people I have helped who came to me with a
hyperactivated nervous system. Jacob was a classic example.A successful musician and
businessman, Jacob was proud of his achievements, drive and focus. He set high goals and
used his willpower to reach them. It was important for him to have everything under control. He
had microscopic focus on every detail of his life, with a need to analyse and understand
everything.At the beginning of our work together, he had a challenging attitude towards me. He
tried to put me on the spot, consistently questioning me and almost demanding that I justify
myself and my methods.In our early sessions, I explained to him that our aim was to retain all
his great capacity for achievement. At the same time, it was to connect to the deeper parts of
his brain that could enable him to achieve even more without tension and rigidity. I explained
that we increase our choices and options if we can use more of our brain.He began to
understand that he needed to deactivate his level of drive, control and striving. At the
beginning, this was a highly challenging idea for him. He soon realised that the achievement
orientation and effort he was putting into the exercises I gave him was getting in the way. He
began to understand experientially that the more he tried, the more the exercises evaded
him.The positive aspect of setting his sights high and his meticulousness meant that he was a
diligent learner. He listened to me and allowed me to guide him. As I did so, he learned how to
let go and drop into a calmer part of his nervous system. As he did so, he found that he had
access to an inner intelligence that he couldn’t have imagined he possessed.In the process
one of his most impactful realisations was how serious he had become. He became aware that
he rarely laughed or had fun. He also discovered how this created deep-seated and underlying
tension in his body.During the months we worked together he made a beautiful transformation.
He became joyful, playful, relaxed and open. With his newfound intelligence, he achieved more
with less effort. As you may have guessed, another outcome of this transformation was that his
hand dystonia also faded away.The Hypoactivated Nervous SystemThe term hypoactivated
means there is lower activity than normal. It begins with the feeling of wanting to retreat into
yourself, like going inside a dark cave and disappearing. It is a need to escape the pressure
that life puts on you. You just don’t have the strength to face things, and as everything presses
down on you, you may even find your energy drained away. Perhaps life has just exhausted you



and left you spent of your strength.People and situations might feel overwhelming, and you
may have the feeling of just wanting to collapse. Perhaps you feel like you have a sea of tears
inside and that you could cry for a whole year. You may feel small—or want to be small—and
not take up space and time. You might feel transparent and even invisible. Perhaps you want to
sink into the ground and disappear.You may have an unheard, quivering voice inside calling out
for someone to help you, to give you strength, to bolster you up, or even to come for you and
take you away from it all. At the same time, you feel alone and separated from people. You feel
the suffering and hostility of the world and how it has robbed you of your inner sun. You may
have moments when the world feels like such a fundamentally unsafe place, and you may not
want to be here any longer, or you might wish you can escape into death.Nothing seems to
make sense or have meaning any longer. Nothing captures your attention or fills you with
motivation. Everything just seems grey and flat.These final descriptions are those of a profound
hypoactivated state in your nervous system. For you the sensations may not be this extreme.
They may just be the beginnings of wanting to curl into yourself. Or you might notice that you
have less energy, and things just seem a little greyer and two dimensional. You may find that
these feelings are not constant or come in moments that then pass.
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Axeman, “This Book is a Game Changer. Very well written and easy to understand. Go into
this with an open mind and ignore everything you have ever heard about dystonia. It is not a
mechanical issue. Drugs or surgery are completely unnecessary and invasive. I began putting
the brain spotting practices into place about a month before receiving the book and it has had
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a dramatic effect on my dystonia. This book needs to be in the hands of every person suffering
from this debilitating condition as it can be resolved.”

David Ciucevich, “If you’re ready to resolve your focal dystonia, this is the path!. Before I
discovered Ruth Chiles and her work, I had tried so many different methods in over 30 years to
resolve my focal dystonia. When I worked with Ruth, I immediately found her depth of empathy
and understanding of FD distilled into a unique process that led to my full recovery. I am so
glad she has now put her proven process down in book form where it can reach and help so
many more people. If you’re ready to resolve your focal dystonia, this is the path!:)”

Sam B., “This book is giving me my life back!. This book is an amazing resource for people
suffering with focal dystonia, and for those who love them and want to know more about it! I
read it from cover to cover the day it was released and it is full of concrete information and
exercises to leading to real solutions. The author writes clearly with insight and uses personal
examples from her own journey of healing. I wholeheartedly recommend this book!”

Boo Walker, “This book has the answers you seek.. Having worked with Ruth for a year now, I
can tell you she is the real deal, and she's brilliantly captured her methods. Where was she
and this book twenty years ago when I first was diagnosed with Focal Dystonia. I'm telling you:
buy this book, give your all to her methods. She has the finger on the pulse of what we're going
through. I was so honored to get an early peak of the manuscript and couldn't believe how
accurately she captured the causes of dystonia and how to go about setting oneself free. She
understands! It's impossible to overstate the impact Ruth has had on my life, not only from
helping me through dystonia but in all walks of life. I can almost guarantee, if you're ready, that
she's going to change your life too.”

Craig, “Figuring out how to use the Deep brain. I have been dealing with FD for over 10 years
and have had a few good teachers who have and still are coaching me. Ruth Childes nails it
on getting into our deep brain, the subconscious mind, about what we are wanting to do, which
is to once again play music on the high level we know. It’s about getting into that deep brain
and actually Feeling it. Ruth has designed a specific program here to guide us into doing that.
Actually Feeling it in the deep mind through brain spotting. I did take sessions with Ruth So I
was a bit up to speed on brain spotting. This book goes great with her instruction but is also a
great way to open up this door into the deep mind. Getting thru FD is quite a task but it can be
done. I’m not all the way there yet but I am so close I can hear it. Thanks Ruth Chiles for the
amazing help.”

Mr. S. Walters, “Wonderful book for therapists and clients alike!. I have suffered from creative
blocks myself, and also worked with many professionals and performers with these issues.
Ruth’s book is a wonderful, clear guide to resolving focal dystonia and understanding
physiological tics and blocks in the nervous system. The book explains how these issues
manifest in the body, and then has clear step by step instructions on how to clear them.”

Paul Toutant, “Fantastic resource!!. This book is a fantastic resource for those musicians
suffering from focal dystonia. The explanations of the cause of the condition rang very true &
spot on in my case. The exercises within provide resolution to the dystonic symptoms one may
be experiencing. I cannot recommend this book highly enough. The author has hit the nail in
the head with the content & road to resolution. This book is a must have for musicians with



dystonia as well as non-musicians who may be processing traumas as well. 5/5!!!!”

Massimiliano Fontana, “an invaluable healing tool!. I'm still in the middle of the path to resolve
my left hand focal dystonia, but what really was a turning point for me was "virtually" meeting
Ruth Chiles. In this book she puts all her efforts, research, knowledge and Love to help
musicians in the recovery process from focal dystonia, giving them all that is needed to know
about where this symptom comes from, and how to PRACTICALLY resolve it! This book will
not only give You the tools You need for your recover, but will reestablish a deep connection
with your innerself improving enormously your mental well-being and your relationship with
your instrument and your music, so that You'll be even able to unlock your full potential as
musician!”

Aitor Sorozabal, “A roadmap to restoring the connection to oneself. It's been about a month
since I received the book and I still haven't finished it. One could read it from cover to cover in
an afternoon but the whole point of the practices it has to offer is to tune in deeply with all the
sensations that are present in the body.The book is an invitation to acknowledge the
bankruptcy of the 'dystonic mindset' - the need to practice out of a sense of not being good
enough, of feeling threatened constantly and all the compensations that arise from this painful
state. However if it were only that one would be left without options. Ruth instead guides you to
discover an alternative path, the path of restoring the connection to yourself through re-
associating with the body and the emotions.I found that rather than the practices being a quick
fix to allow me to go back to my old patterns they are helping me to re-orient and discover a
different way of doing things. To develop a different relationship to myself and to music, one
grounded in love and calmness.The later brainspotting exercises can be challenging that is
why Ruth emphasises the importance of grounding oneself for a period of weeks practicing the
initial exercises: the attunement repair, zero-state and kindness-state. I found all three of these
to be very powerful in themselves and they have given me a way to consistently access states
of calmness, love and well-being.To finish I would just like to add that the whole book is written
in a beautiful style helping the reader understand the neuroscience and psychology of dystonia
(and other performance blocks) without appearing dry or out of touch with the experience of
the person suffering from it. Ruth writes from a deep place and it shines through in the text.I
would highly recommend this book to anyone suffering from any kind of performance block.”

Bettina Fuchs, “Das ist ein wirklich ein großartiges Buch, ein sehr guter und hilfreicher Ansatz!.
Das ist ein wirklich ein großartiges Buch, ein sehr guter und hilfreicher Ansatz! Die Übungen
sind sehr gut und ausführlich beschrieben, sowie besondere Hürden, die es in dem Prozess
gibt.”

The book by Ruth S.L. Chiles has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 22 people have provided feedback.
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